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DIFFUSION DEPENDENCE OF
THE FITZHUGH-NAGUMOEQUATIONS
BY

CLYDE COLLINS
Abstract.

We investigate the behavior of the solutions of
u, = uxx — au — v + /(h),
v, — r\vxx + au — yv,

as T)tends to zero from above.

1. Introduction. We consider the system of equations
(u,=
' '

uxx-au-v+f(u),

\v, = -qvxx + ou-

yv,

where (jc, i) G (0, L) X (0, oo), the parameters (17,L) E [0, t)0) X (0, 00], and /(«)
= u20 + a — u). For tj > 0 and L < 00, we adopt the initial-boundary values

(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)

u(0,t) = g(t),
u(x,0)

= u0ix),
uxiL,t)

viO, t) = hit),
v(x,0)

= vxiL,t)

= v0(x),
= 0.

When L = 00 or T)= 0, we omit (1.4). We refer to the equations (1.1)-(1.4) or
(1.1)—(1.3) as the FitzHugh-Nagumo system, abbreviated FN. When/, g and h are
replaced by zero, the resulting equations are the homogeneous linearized FitzHugh-

Nagumo system, or HLFN.
Questions of existence, uniqueness, and boundedness of solutions of FN are
considered in [1, 5, 6]. In [1 or 2] we considered the convergence of solutions of FN
for L < 00 to the solution for L = 00 as L -» 00. The present paper addresses the
convergence of solutions of FN for r/ > 0 to the solution for r\ = 0 as 1710. We
consider both L = 00 and L < 00.
As in [2] we construct resolvents for HLFN, then show resolvent consistency,
which is equivalent to strong convergence of linear semigroups. We pose the versions
of FN as operator equations involving the generators, then switch to integral
equations. The convergence of linear semigroups, together with Gronwall's inequality, yields the convergence of solutions of FN.
In the case of length dependence, exponential decay rates were found. In the
diffusion dependence case, decay rates will be discussed, but the results are not as
strong.
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2. Notation and technical results. First we introduce the common terms of the
paper. For further explanations, see [2]. Let s be the Laplace transform variable
corresponding to the variable t. Assume Re(5) > 0. Let

1

Mis) =

-(s + yY

o(s + y)

-ois

B=

U=iu,

v)T,

+ y)

D=

GO) = (git), h0))T,

1

0

0

17

FiU) = (/,((/),

f2(U))T.

Let a = s + a, b = or/"' and c = rfxis + y). Define

X2, ■-

a + c ± y (a — c)

4b

Let X, be the principal square root of X2+; X3 that of ( X2_).Let
b-(X\-a)2

vx = x-xx(x2x-x23y2D-x

-(X2-X\)

[b - (X\ - a)2](X2 - a)

- (X2 - a)(X2 - X\)

b-(X2-af

v3 = x~x(x2-x23y2D-

X] -a23

[b-(X]-a)2](X23-a)

(X\ - a)(X2 - X23)

For L < oo, define for either / = 1 or / = 3,

kf(x,y,s)

sinh(À,x)cosh(À((L

—^))[cosh(X,L)]

,

x<y,

sinh(X/>')cosh(\,(L

— x))[cosh(X,L)]

,

y < x.

Yet fis) = a + ot)c = s + a + ois + y) '. Define

sinh(xv7v^)cosh((L->-)/^)[cosh(Lv7(7y)]"',

x<y,

sinh(>'/^)cosh((L-x)/^)[cosh(Lv7(5y)]"',

y < x.

kix, y, s) =

For L = oo, define for ij > 0 and either i = 1 or /' = 3,

UinhiX,x)e-x'\
j?ix,y,s)

= \ .

sinhiX,.^)^"^'^,

x<y,
y<x.

For ij = 0, L = oo, define
sinh(xv//(5) je-'vT^,
j(x,y,s)

x<y,

=

sinh(y{fJs))e~xJÂ*)~, y < x.
Further, let
r(x,

y, s) =j?ix,

y, s)Vx +j^x,

Jix,y,s)=fis)-l/2Jix,y,s)Mis),
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y, s)V3,

y,s)Mis).

Applying the Laplace transform to HLFN and following by rearrangement,

we

obtain, for tj > 0,
üxx = aü + v — u0,

(2.1)

1 vxx = -bu + cv — v0.

For i) = 0, transformation and rearrangement yields
uxx = aü + v — u0,

(2 2)

1 0 = -ou + is + y)v - v0.

Solving (2.1) yields the functions a,(5) and X3is). When L = 00, the solution of (2.1)
is given by

(2.3)

U"ix, s) = Cj\x,

y, s)U0(y) dy.

For L < 00, the solution of (2.1) is given by

(2.4)

Ü£ix, s) = íLG"(x, y, s)U0(y) dy.

The solution of (2.2) for L = 00 is given by
(2.5)

U(x, 5) = / Jix, y, s)U0(y) dy + (o, v0ix)is + y)"'
•'o

,

whereas for L < 00, the solution of (2.2) is given by
'L

(2.6)

ULix, s) = f'Gix,
'0
•»n

y, s)U0iy) dy + (o, t,0(x)(> + y)'1)7'.

In [2], we showed that l/¿» -> Uv in C°(0, |L; R2) for ¿ G (0, 1). That is, the
resolvents converged strongly. In the present paper, we show that i/71 -> U in

C°(0, 00; R2) and Ü? -> Ü~Lin C°(0, L; R2). To do this, we need some technical
results. We list some from [1]:

(i) Re(X,) > [y/2ij],/2 for any fixed Re(5) > 0, for all Im(5) G R.
(ii) (X,) -» 00 asi) |0.
(in)*

- (X2 - a)2 = -(X2 - fl)(^

- r\\).

(iv) [b - (X2 - a)2](X2 - a) = -biX2 - X2).
iv)b-iX23-a)2

= iX23-a)iX23).

Further, a little algebra shows that

(vi)X3 -* i fis)

asijlO.

(vii) 7j(X2 — X2) -» 5 + y as 1710.

3. Resolvent consistency and rates. Using (i)-(vii) of §2, a few calculations show

that
V3^fis)-l/2Mis),

j3\x,y,s)^jix,y,s),

k^x,
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Further, (ii) of §2 shows that the (1, 1), (1,2) and (2,1) entries of Vxgo to zero as
i) 10. Since \\jxix, ■, s)\\ and H/V^x, ■, s)\\ are bounded, the action of these components of the kernels y and K71go to zero asrjlO. The (2,2) entry of k^Vx is

-V-%X(X] - X23y[(X] - a)kl(x,
For ij>0,

y, s).

fQ'Xxk\1ix,y, s)dy = I - [cosh(X,L)]_l cosh X,(L - x); the integral

converges to 1 as ijlO except at x = 0. Let Q be the difference between the (2,2)
entry of k1x]Vx
and u0(x)[5 + y]"1. Then

Q = f'[Xx\X2x- a)][V-x{X]- X\)]-Xx-k?ix, y, s)v0iy) dy
- ('Xxk^x,y,s)v0ix)is

+ yyldy

—[ü0(x)cosh X,(L —x)][(5 + y ) cosh X,LJ
= f\kyix,

y, s)[v0iy)

- v0ix)]is + y)"' dy + 0(1,, *)

where

5(1,, x) = [X-2(X2X
- a)(r,-x(X2x- X2)"') - (5 + yH/Vil*,
—u0(x)cosh X,(L — x)is + y) (coshX,L)

Y,s)v0iy) dy

.

Since

|5(i,,.x)|<|Xf(X21-a)i,-|(X2-X2)"1-(5

+ y)-,|-||Ooll=c

+ ll«ollocl-s+ yr'|coshX,(L-

x)(coshX,L)"'|

we see that 5(i}, x) -» 0 uniformly in x as 17i0. (Recall that u0(x) = 0 at x = 0.)

Further,
Xl2(X21-û)ri-1(X21-X23)-1-(5

+ Y)-1

= (t)-'(A2, - A23r' - (5 + y)"')

- a X-2r,-x(X2 - X2)"'.

Since i7(X2— X2,) -> s + y and (i) of §2 holds, the second term above goes to zero as
Cij for 77— O. Algebra shows that the first term equals
1,(2(5 + «)(5 + y)+

4a-

1,(5 +«)2)((5+y)i,(X2-X2)(5

+ y + i,(X2 - X2)))"'.

The denominator converges to 2(5 + y)3 while the numerator is bounded away from
0 and 00 as i) 10. Hence the first term is proportional to tj as ij vanishes.
The quotient cosh X,(L — x)[cosh(X,L)]_1 has the value 1 at x = 0 and the value
(coshX,L)_1 at x = L. Outside any neighborhood of zero, the quotient decays
exponentially as r, 10. This, together with the fixed value of 1 at x = 0, shows us we
have a "spine" at x = 0. However, for c0 = 0 in a neighborhood of x = 0 or for
|u0(.x)|s£ ke'h/x

for x l0, the second term of 0(17, x) goes to zero exponentially

1710.
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However, the integral

mix) = ( X,fc,(x, y, s)[v0(y)

- v0(x)] dy

is more delicate. Let e > 0 be given. Suppose \x —y\> e. Since 0 <|^¡'(x,
2e~n/fi for these x andy, we have that

\mix)\<\f+\xkHx,y,s)dy
<£2 sup

y, s)\<

sup \v0iy) - v0ix)\+4\\v0\\xe-^2^

\v0iy)-v0ix)\+4\\v0\\œe-^2^.

|x-v|<e

For u0 G C°, we get no decay rate. However, if v0 E Lip(f),
\mix)\^2Ces

f G (0,1], then

+ 4||t)0||o0e"ey/2v/i'. For e = 17',we have

Im(x)|< 2^

+ 411^11^
exp(-yTr'/2)/2.

Lemma 3.1. Let v0 E Lip(f ) for 0 < f < 1. Then Q goes to zero proportional to 17",
for co = rf, 0 < r < 1/2, provided that v0ix) -> 0 as e~k/x for x l0.

Proof. Note that f = 0 refers to uniform convergence without decay rate.

■

Theorem 3.2. The decay rates for the convergence of
G7'(x,y,s)(u0(y),v0iy))

dy -> 1 G(x, y, s)(u0(y),

0

v0(y))

dy

•'o

and
/

J1(x,y,s)(u0(y),v0(y))

dy ^

J(x, y, s)(u0(y),v0(y))

dy

are as follows:
(i) uniform convergence, if v0 E C° — Lip(f ) for f > 0 or v0 does not go to zero
exponentially as x 10.

(ii) Ctf* ifv0 E Lip(f), 0 < r < 1/2, andv0ix) -* 0 as e~k/x as x 10.
(iii) C2i, ifv0 = 0.
Proof. A routine analysis of k^ix, y, s)V3 -» f'x/2is)kix,
y, s)Mis) shows that
the decay rate is C3ij. With u0 = 0, we have (iii). Lemma 3.1, coupled with (iii), yields
(i) and (ii). For L = 00, the proofs are isomorphic.
■
As in [1,2], we consider HLFN as an operator equation

(3.1)

U,i = iA*>+ B)U\

with solution Uvit) = T\t)U0.

Ur>iO)= U0,

Taking Laplace transforms, we get

f>(5) = L[T*0)]is)U0

= Ris, A" + B)U0.

The resolvent Ris, A"1+ B) we have represented by kernels for i, > 0, L =£ 00.
Theorem 3.2 shows that Ris, A" + B) -» Ris, A + B) in the strong operator topology as i, 10 for L < 00. That is, resolvent consistency is shown with the decay rates
given above.
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4. Linear semigroup convergence. The resolvent consistency shown in §3 implies
semigroup consistency [4, Theorem 2.16]. Hence T\t)^>TO)
in C°(0, L; R2)
uniformly in t E [0, T]. Since Re(oiALr> + B)) < -8 = -min(a, y)/2 < 0 independent of L < oo and independent of 17> 0, we have \\TV0)\\^ C-e~s'. Hence
T\t) = /;+£ e,'Tis, A* + B) ds converges for Re(c) > -o. Further,

||(r'(r)

- T0))U0\\ <\f"

,CCes'ds-\\iRis, A* + B)-

R(s, A + B))U0\\.

If—»00

Our earlier work then yields decay estimates for ||(T"(i) — TO))U0\\ for t > 0.
5. Convergence of solutions of the FitzHugh-Nagumo equations. The Rauch-Smoller
theory in [1, 2, 5, 6] gives a priori estimates for FN. We make the change variable
W = (w, z)T = U - G = (m, v)t - ig, h)T. Then FN becomes

(5.1)

D,W=iDDxx +B)W+K0,w)

subject to

WiO, t) = iO,0)T,

0<t<oo,

DxWiL,t)

L< 00 only, 0<r<

= (0,0),

Wix,0) = U0ix),

00,

0<x^L,

where KO, w) = BG - D,G + ((h> + g)2(l + a- w- g),0)T. The theory of Henry
[2, 3], yields the equivalence of (5.1) to the integral equation

(5.2)

Wit) = T*it)WJ + f'T^O -s)Kis,W7<is))ds

or

(5.3)

Wit) = T0)W0+

('TO - s)Kis,Wis))ds.

Let Z(i) = Wv0) — WO); let /-(r,) be a quantity that vanishes (with decay rates as
in Theorem 3.2).
Theorem

5.1. There exist constants cx, c2, c3 and8 > 0 such that

\\Z0)\\ <[c,||Z0|| + r(7,)c2exp(o0exp(c3r,)]

for t E [0, r,]; the norm is that of C°(0, L; R2), for L ^ 00.
Proof. Subtraction of (5.3) from (5.2) yields

Z(i) = (T" - T)0)W0"+ f'iT" - T)0 - s)Kis, W^s)) ds
+ T0)Z0 + ('TO - s)[Kis, Wis))

- Kis, Wis))] ds.

Jo

We estimate the last equation

\\Z0)\\^rir,)

+ criV)

+ C-expi-8r)\\Z0\\

+ f'MC ■exp(-o[í - 5])||Z(5)|| ds
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as 17IO, where M is the Lipschitz constant for Kis, W). The above inequality
becomes

||Z(0l|exp(00 <[l + t]r(V)exp(St) + C\\Z0\\
+ rCMexp(Ô5)||Z(5)||tis.
•'0

Applying Gronwall's inequality, we obtain

(5.4)

||Z(/)|| <C||Z0||

+ (1 + r)r(i,)exp(o/)]

exp[(MC - 8)t]

<[C-||Z0|| + (l + r,)r(i,)exp(ÔO]exp[(MC-o)T,]
for t E [0, Tx). M

Corollary

5.2. 7/||Z0|| = 0, then ||Z(i)|| -» 0 as r, 10, uniformly in t E [0, Tx].

Proof. ||Z0|| = 0 implies /-(i,) is a multiplier of the entire right-hand side of (5.4).
■

Remark. Wn - W implies U71-* U in C(0, L; R2), L =s oo, uniformly in [0, 77,].
Hence we have convergence of our original functions.
Remark. The work of this paper connects the solutions of FN with r, = 0 with
those for r, > 0. For " nice" initial conditions, decay rates are given. As remarked in
[1, 2], the initial condition U0ix) = (0,0)r is a very fitting one, and certainly satisfied
our definition of "nice" discussed above. Hence the best decay rate applies.
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